The name Agamemnon is composed of three consecutive sets of
three letters in which the first and third letters in each triplet is the
same. There are a handful of such words in the Merriam-Webster
Unabridged Dictionary (Second or Third Editions): AGAMEMNON,
MIMULUSES, ILICACEAE, SUSUHUNAN, COCCACEAE and the doubt­
ful MIMICISMS ("morbid tendencies to mimicry"). A search for an­
alogous twelve-letter words in Levine's pattern word lists proved un­
successful, although a few one-letter misses did surface: IMITATRES­
SES, IRIDOGESES (and its listed plural), VIVIDALYSIS (and its in­
ferred plural).

The search for three or four consecutive triplets, like the search
for palindromic or tautonymic sequences, may be generalized by allow­
ing them to be embedded in longer words. In the following type collec­
tion, S and D refer to Stedman's and Dorland's medical dictionaries:

ALACACEAE Galacaceae
ALACHICHT Malacichthyes
ARAENESIS paraenesis
ARAGOGIZI paragogizing
BABILISTS probabilists, equiprobabilists
CECIDILOO cecidiologist, ceciology
COCCACEAE Chroococcaceae, Micrococcaceae, Pleurococcaceae
GOGENESIS algogenesis (D)
HTHERESIS sympathicodiphtheresis (D)
HTHISIOLO phthisiologist, phthiology
IRIDOGESE iridodeses
NONIMITAT nonimitative
ONOCOCCIC gonococcic, antigonococcic, gonococcicide (S)
OTOCOCCAC protococcaceous
OTOMAMETE scotomameter (S)
OZONOSIS dermatozoonosis, anthropozoonosis (D), eperyth- (D)
NENTITIZI nonentitizing
PPOPOROSIS hyoporosis (S,D)
REREDEEME preredeemed
SISMOMETE sismometer
UNUNANIMI un unanimity

The three chemical halogenated derivatives of alanine given below are
not found in the dictionary, but they follow standard rules for naming
organic chemicals:

ODOALANIN
OMOALANIN
OROALANIN
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In addition, there are a number of -ism plurals which are somewhat doubtful words (but it should be noted that all the Websterian examples given below are explicitly pluralized in the Third Edition, with the exception of ROTATIVISM):

AMAITISMS haramaitisms (D)
ARAITISMS Karaitisms
BABILISMS probabilisms
NANIMISMS unanimisms
ONOINISMS glonoinisms (D)
TATICISMS astaticisms
TATIVISMS rotativisms
TETICISMS Peripaticisms

Only two words were found which embedded four consecutive triplets:

ODOALANIN iodoalanine
OMOALANIN bromoa lanine
OROALANIN chloroa lanine

In addition, there are a number of -ism plurals which are somewhat doubtful words (but it should be noted that all the Websterian examples given below are explicitly pluralized in the Third Edition, with the exception of ROTATIVISM):
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